“Outstanding Voices”
Regional Cantor George Schäffner reports on the performance by the English choir’s
Choral Society (sic)
GÖSSWEINSTEIN
“We love the Fränkische
Schweiz, the scenery, Franconia
food and the beer”, said Geoff
Williams, a singer with the Chors
Choral Society from the English
town of Basildon in the county of
Essex, who this week have been
touring in Franconia and also
appeared in Gößweinstein.

The concert began with religious
pieces amongst them works by the
French composer Gabriel Fauré.
The second section continued with
folk songs from Great Britain and
Europe and concluded with modern
secular songs under the baton of
the choir’s musical director
Stephen Hope.

Bells interrupt concert

20 singers from the 60 strong choir
from England gave of their best on
Wednesday in the Basilica. As the
concert was fixed at short notice
and was not widely advertised there
were only about 50 in the audience.

Despite the frosty tempaerature the
audience listened avidly to the
different pieces. The concert was
interrupted by the Basilica’s 8
o’clock chime but that did not
affect the atmosphere.

Regional Cantor George Schäffner
regretted the small audience. But he
was quite taken by the choir and
acknowledged the Basildon
singers’ outstanding voices.

Williams, who organised the trip to
the Franconian Switzerland speaks
perfect German (!!); in the 1970’s
he lived with his wife in
Wiesenthau and lectured in music
(!!!) in Erlangen

Since then he has been captivated
by the Franconian Switzerland. “I
consider myself an honorary
Franconian”, commented the Brit
who takes a holiday here every
year.
His fellow choir members also
enjoy the area esceptionally. The
choir was last in Gößweinstein two
years ago. It has also undertaken
tours to Venice or Florence and in
many other European regions. This
time, as well as appearing in the
Basilica, the choir also sang in
Nuremberg-Kraftshof.
According to their director the
activities of the choir members in
the Franconian Switzerland include
walkijng as favourite, for eample in
and around Streitberg (??).
According to Williams: “We will
certainly come again.”

